
The ones who bring the blessings to you THROUGH themselves -- from
HEAVEN to you, through themselves to YOU get the bigger blessings.

“From the time he put him in charge of his household and of all that
he owned, the LORD blessed the household of the Egyptian because
of Joseph. The blessing of the LORD was on everything Potiphar
had, both in the house and in the field.”

GENESIS 39:5 (NIV)

lessing of the LORD – 2. For all the people suffering, for all the
people dying, for all the people in grief, for all the people who need
hope and have hope, for those who want to speak to God, please

listen and receive what you are about to hear. This is how to receive the
BLESSING of the LORD; His Increase. Please read Blessing of the
LORD–1, March 2008. There is so much to say. So I will just say it and
then explain and say it again. Please listen.

You may have heard me in several other devotionals talking about or
mentioning the concept or model of “THROUGH.” The concept simply
implies that Jesus allowed God to come into Him and use Him as a
vessel, much like Jesus comes into us to work things out for us. Jesus,
who is the Christ or the Holy Spirit (Holy Ghost) sharing our vessel (body)
with us. Keep listening even if you do not know what I am talking about.
(Here is a clue: have you ever had a shiver, a shake, a tremble, or any
unexplained physical muscle movement? This is a clue.) I move on.

How to receive has come to me and to you through Dr. AC Brown as he
brought me missing pieces to this great spiritual mystery.

In moving towards understanding how you can receive the Blessing of the
LORD, receive this example of receiving blessings from the Lord.

When you go to church or a church concert or hear your special personal
song at a church gathering or as you experience a personal flashback of
an event which triggered emotions – this experience produces, if possible,
blessings. It is as if one was being sprinkled or engulfed in power, light,
energy, full emotion all at once. It is a glorious experience and highly
delightful creating a desire for more.

B



Those are blessings which flow from Heaven through some VESSEL --
vessels of praise (the choir), vessels of prayer (prayer leaders), vessels
who teach, preach (preachers, teachers, five-fold ministry and more) and
into you. You as an individual in a group setting. You and I have imagined
God or Jesus above the pulpit or at the top of the church or at the top of
the balcony watching and enjoying and receiving our praise. We are
attempting to get “Into His Presence with Praise.” And that is the correct
MODEL, to get into God’s Presence takes Praise or Sorrow. It this
example we are talking about -- praise.

When we are in a group praise experience the main recipients of God’s
blessings (this is not the Big “B” BLESSING), but the little “b” blessings.
The person or persons who receive the larger blessing in these type
experiences (group) is the one or the ones who bring the blessings to you.
The ones who bring the blessings to you THROUGH themselves -- from
HEAVEN to you, through themselves to YOU get the bigger blessings.
Read it again if you need to. This is pivotal to your understanding. Yes,
there are meatier, heavier, deeper blessings and categories of blessings.
(There is more.)

OPEN YOUR HEART TO CHRIST
OPEN YOUR MIND TO CHRIST
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